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With the Bark On: Popular Humor of the Old South. Compiled and edited 
by John Q. Anderson. Drawings by Mary Alice Bahler. (Nashville, 
Tennessee: Vanderbilt University Press, 1967. Foreword, introduction, 
illustrations, index. Pp. xi, 337. $7.50.) 

Whether viewed in the heroic mold of Dale Van Every' s "frontier 
people" series or in the caricature of Snuffy Smith and Dogpatch, the 
backwoods American of the pre-Civil War generation was a unique 
individual. "The ruder but not less noble specimens of human kind 
that are dwellers of the Western tier of the States," one observer 
called them, were loyal to friends and unrelenting to foes, blunt and 
straight-forward in their discourse, robust and ribald in their amuse 
ments. Their entertainments were usually games made of essential 
activities, like the turkey shoot or the husking bee, and their humor 
was an extension of reality into the hyperbole of the tall tale. A 
reading of popular fun fiction by and about frontiersmen therefore 
offers insights into the miseries and joys of backwoods life. 
This book is a collection of seventy short newspaper stories illustrat 

ing popular humor in the Old Southwest-not, as the subtitle implies, 
of the Old South. All but seven of these selections appeared in William 
T. Porter's weekly newspaper Spirit of the Times between 1831 and 
1860. Most of them were the work of authors who prudently disguised 
themselves behind colorful pseudonyms such as "The Turkey Run 
ner," "Ruff Sam," "Obe Oilstone," or "Pardon Jones." They dealt 
with universal plots-the boring story-teller on the river steamer whose 
tallest tales were topped, the champion horsetrader taken in by a 
jokester, the nonsense sermon of an illiterate evangelist, or the em 
barrassed gentleman who unwittingly undressed for bed in the dark 
ened stateroom of a strange lady. Perhaps the best written is an 
account of a new town in Arkansas whose enthusiastic promoters 
"in their mad dreaming" were certain that half-a-dozen railroads could 
center nowhere else. "Concordia," the author of the satire, was a 
well-read and widely traveled observer of life and language. 

As humor these tales are mostly failures, so rapid is the attrition that 
wit suffers from time. As belles lettres they must be relegated to the 
category of subliterature or regarded as promising prototypes of 
realism. But as witnesses to the lives of the backwoodsmen, "noble 
specimens of nature's man that form the bare breasted wall of our 
vast frontier," they are superb. The selection is judicious, the. editing 
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meticulous but unobstrusive, and the printing is handsome. These 
stories convey an image of frontier life as it was, or, as Davy Crockett 
would say, here is the backwoodsman "with the bark on." 

David L. Smiley 
Wake Forest University 

Benjamin Lundy and the Struggle for Negro Freedom. By Merton L. 
Dillon. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1966. Frontispiece, bib 
liography, index. Pp. viii, 285. $6.75.) 

This book fills a real void in the history of the early antislavery 
movement. It is the first full-length biography of Benjamin Lundy, 
the editor of the Genius of Universal Emancipation; and because he 
was involved in so, many aspects of the movement, it serves also 
as a useful study of some of the first organizations of this sort. As a 
Quaker, Lundy determined to do all that he could to do away with 
slavery, and he cultivated southern antislavery leaders. One of the 
important contributions of the book is to show that some of the first 
and most important antislavery movements developed in the South 
and the West rather than in the East. Lundy was actively interested 
in anything that would further the end of slavery. He started a 
humane society in 1816 and began the publication of his newspaper 
in 1821. He supported' existing colonization societies and tried to 
organize several efforts 0f his own. He was actively interested, for 
example, in a colony in Haiti and even undertook a visit to Texas to 
investigate the possibility \)f establishing a substantial Negro colony 
there. \ 
It was Lundy who first \drew William Lloyd Garrison into the 

antislavery movement. Lunqy was in a sense more practical than 
Garrison and less inclined to 'immediate and drastic measures. Lundy 
recognized that there were racial problems involved in the abolition 
of slavery and that was the reason he so strongly supported the 
colonization movement. 
Although the author was handicapped by the fact that Lundy' s 

personal papers were destroyed in the burning of Pennsylvania Hall, 
he has drawn a remarkably vivid picture of Lundy, the man. Frail and 
sickly throughout his life, Lundy still was carried forward by his 


